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1. Claim.

(CI. 137—112)

This invention relates to an improved type of tuyère elbow for use with a cupola or like type of furnace, and more particularly to an elbow to provide a automatic gas check valve and auxiliary air inlet means for use between a wind box and a tuyère.

Gas makers and heaters of various types and particularly in connection with the cupolas and furnaces tradition ally utilized in the steel and foundry industry, where metals or metallic ores, etc. are subjected to high temperature heating, it is customary to have an air distributing chamber, or wind box effect the distribution of air to the various tuyères within the cupola or furnace chamber. Also with cupolas, it is general practice to have a circular wind box which guides the blast across the tuyère member and utilize a plurality of tuyère elbows which independently connect each of a plurality of tuyère inlets to the wind box.

The tuyère, or tuyères, inside the cupola are provided with a plurality of tuyère inlet means which extend radially through the wall of the cupola to separately connect with the tuyère elbow. It is however, a particular problem in this arrangement to prevent backflow of gases from back up through the tuyère inlet means to the wind box or even to the blower or heat-exchanger means when the forced air supply is shut off. Hot gases flowing in a back draft can be harmful to the auxiliary equipment and it is thus important to provide means for stopping the back flow. In the past, check dampers and gas valves have been provided to prevent back flow and at the wind box and manually operated tuyère doors were provided at each elbow which must be opened when the forced air supply is shut down. However, this arrangement has not been satisfactory because when all tuyère doors are not properly opened, the hot gases, which may be 1200° F. or more, may cause an explosive mixture in the wind box and blower, or can warp and buckle downpipes from the wind box, when utilized in up to date cupola design. The apparatus of the present invention is of particular advantage in that both an automatic gas check valve or damper and auxiliary air inlet means are provided at points directly adjacent the inlets to the cupola tuyères.

It is thus a principal object of the present invention to provide an improved tuyère elbow which has a automatic gas check damper and auxiliary air inlet means, so that damaging hot or explosive gases are prevented from backing up and reaching equipment which may be harmed, and auxiliary air is allowed to enter automatically into the tuyère elbow.

It is a further object of the invention to provide a novel swinging or pivoted type of check valve member having a sliding glass therein, and a location within an air inlet tuyère elbow which permits visual inspection into each of the cupola tuyères.

Briefly, the present invention provides an improved type of tuyère elbow adapted for connection between a cupola wind box and a cupola tuyère and comprising in combination, a tuyère elbow housing having forced air stream inlet and an auxiliary air inlet opening a movable valve member within the interior of said housing, said valve member positioned intermittently between the interior portions of the forced air inlet port and the auxiliary air opening, whereby the check valve member may seat alternatively against the interior of the forced air and auxiliary air inlet port, and counterweight means connecting with the valve member oper ating to raise the latter against the forced air inlet port when a forced air stream through the elbow is stopped. The construction of the tuyère elbow and the automatically operating check valve member is such that the end of the auxiliary air inlet opening a movable valve member which may alternately rest against the inside face of the vent opening by virtue of the downward pressure of the air inlet stream. However, the counterweight means is connected with the valve member so that the latter is raised upwardly against the inside face of the forced air inlet opening, when there is no pressure or air flow down through the elbow. This feature permits the automatic checking of any back flow of hot or explosive gases from the cupola by way of the tuyères and tuyère inlet means and a direct natural draft inlet for air to be introduced through the elbow to the tuyère by maintaining the small opening in the back portion of the elbow with a central axis in substantially the same plane as the air inlet port and the air outlet port, then the auxiliary opening may be located substantially opposite the air outlet port which connects with and faces directly towards the cupola. The opposing arrangement provides access to and inspection through the elbow into the cupola tuyère. As a particular feature of a preferred embodiment of the present tuyère elbow, the check valve member is provided with a transparent lens portion, such as of Pyrex glass or mica, so that an observer may look through the check valve member directly into the cupola tuyères during the melting operation of the cupola. A preferred embodiment of the present invention relates to a pivoted connection between the counterweight arm and the valve member itself so that the member may adjust itself to provide proper alignment and good seating against the inside portions or faces of either the forced air inlet opening or the auxiliary opening.

Reference to the accompanying drawing and following description thereof will serve to better illustrate the construction and arrangement of an improved tuyère elbow, as well as set forth additional advantageous features in connection therewith.

Figure 1 of the drawing is an elevational view of an improved tuyère elbow as provided by this invention and as indicated by the line 2—2 in Figure 1 of the drawing.

Referring now more specifically to Figure 1 of the drawing, there is shown a portion of a cupola 1 having a circular type of wind box 2, which surrounds the cupola and provides for the substantially uniform distribution of air to a plurality of tuyère inlets 3. The tuyère inlets 3 are spaced circumferentially around the cupola and provide a multiple number of air inlets to the internal tuyères of the furnace or cupola. Depending from the wind box 2 are a plurality of downpipes 4 which connect at their lower ends with the upper portion of the tuyère elbow housing or body portion 5. In other words, a tuyère elbow is provided between each wind box downpipe and each tuyère inlet to provide for the transmission of the air streams into the cupola. However, it is not necessary in all cases to use downpipes and the tuyère elbows 4 may be connected directly to the lower portion of the wind box.

Referring now also to Figure 2 of the drawing, the tuyère elbow housing 5 is provided with an upper air inlet port or opening 6 and a side air outlet opening or port 7. The latter is indicated as being bolted directly to the tuyère inlet port 3. The air inlet opening 6, in the present embodiment, is provided with a flanged insert member 8 which is adapted for bolting between the lower end of the downpipe member 4 and the upper face of the housing 5. The interior portion or face of the insert member 8 is provided with a
flat substantially smooth periphery 9 which provides a seating surface for an internally positioned moveable and pivoted check valve member 10.

In the back sloping side portion of the elbow 5, there is provided an auxiliary air opening 11 which also has an insert member 12, similar to member 8, and having an outer flange or periphery 13 adapted for providing a second seating surface for the check valve member 10. The opening 11, and insert member 12, is positioned within the back portion of the body or housing member 5 such that a line projecting normal to its center is in substantially the same plane as a line projecting normal to the plane of the air inlet port 6 and its insert member 9 whereby the movably check valve member 10 may swing in a fixed vertical arc between the inner faces or seating surfaces of the two openings. The auxiliary opening 11 also preferably is in the back portion of the housing 5, opposing the air outlet port 7 so that there may be direct access and observation into the tuyères of the cupola.

The check valve member 10 is constructed in a special manner providing two seating faces or flanges 14 and 15, inasmuch as the member is pivoted in a manner to move between the auxiliary opening 11 and the forced air inlet port 6, so as to actuate the face 9 of insert member 8 or the face 13 of insert member 12. The damper or check valve member 10 preferably has two damper faces, one designated as 16, and which connect with each side of the member 10 in a pivoted connection.

The present drawing shows in broken lines the end of the damper arm 16 connecting with a pin member 18, as was our invention permits the seating flanges 14 and 15 of the damper member to obtain good seating with the respective seats of the insert members at each opening. The damper arms 18, in turn extended from pin member 18 which in turn pivots about a rod or pin member 19. The pin member 19 extends across the housing or body portion of the elbow 5 between opposing holes on adjacent port members, not shown in the present drawing. However, at one end, the pin member 19 extends through the body 5 and connects with an external counterweight member 20. The hollow shaft member 21, pin member 18 and its accompanying parts at the end of arms 16 so that without the influence of the pressure of the forced air stream the weight 20 exerts its gravity action and lifts the valve member 10 against seating surface 9. Suitable spring type of counterweight means may of course be attached to the damper or valve member 10 or shaft 18 in lieu of the weight 20, to provide for its lifting.

As set forth briefly hereinafore, upon the check valve member raising and moving into a horizontal position, as shown by the dotted lines in Figure 2, any back draft of damaging gases from the cupola tuyères are prevented by wind passing through the downpipe members 4 into windbox 2 or cupola blower. At the same time, the auxiliary air inlet 11 is automatically opened and there is a flow of air, by natural draft, through the tuyere 19 into the interior of the cupola. Thus the elbow is maintained cool and there is no damage to the downpipes from excessive heating or explosive gases in the air ducts, wind box, or blower.

A desirable embodiment of the check valve member, as illustrated, provides a transparent lens member 22 so that there may be visual inspection means directly through the damper member into the tuyères of the cupola during its normal operating conditions. The lens member 22 is seated within the check valve member 10 and retained in place by the flange portion 14. The latter is indicated as being removable attached to the damper member 10 by a plurality of countersunk head studs 23, although rivets or other equivalent means may be provided for maintaining the lens member removable in place within the body of the valve member. The lens member must, of course, be formed from a high temperature resistant material, such as Pyrex glass, mica, or the like. It is also a feature of the present improved tuyère elbow to mount a glass or mica pipe hole in the body of the elbow substantially opposite the air outlet to the cupola tuyère. An opening 24 is provided below the auxiliary opening and said auxiliary inlet opening, a rod or suitable pin member through the tuyère inlet 3 and to the interior of the cupola, where such operation may be necessary without the escape of an excessive amount of gas. A top hinged flapper cover member 25 is provided inside of the housing 5 and over the pole opening 24. The flapper 25 is pivoted on a suitable pin or bolt 26, which in turn connects with a suitable box or raised portion 27, at the interior top portion of the opening 24. Thus the gravity weight of the flapper member maintains the latter in a normally closed position over the time the insertion of a rod or mica means through the opening readily causes the flapper member 25 to be raised and temporarily uncover the opening.

A tuyère elbow adapted for connection between a cupola wind box and a cupola tuyère and comprising in combination, an elbow shaped housing having an upper air stream inlet port and auxiliary air inlet opening, a rod or suitable pin member through said elbow shaped housing having an auxiliary air inlet opening positioned in a side portion of said housing substantially opposite that of said air outlet port and having a line normal to its center lying in a line normal to the center of said air stream inlet port, a moveable and pivotally mounted check valve member positioned within said housing between said air inlet port and auxiliary inlet opening, said valve member having flange like seating surfaces on each face thereof and a centrally positioned removable transparent high temperature resistant lens portion, the latter comprising a window 20, said valve extending through said elbow shaped housing and through said air stream outlet port thereof when said check valve member rests against said auxiliary inlet opening, said member connecting to an extended spaced arm means from a shaft member extending across the interior of said housing, said shaft member extending through said housing at a position adjacent interior portions of said air inlet port and said auxiliary air inlet opening, and said shaft position in said housing permitting said valve member to swing in an arc and seat alternatively against the inside of said air stream inlet port and the inside of said auxiliary inlet opening, and counterweight means connecting with said shaft externally of said housing and opposing said valve member in a manner operating to raise the latter against the inside face of said air stream inlet port upon the discontinuance of the introduction of air downwardly through said air stream inlet port.
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